IB Questionbank Biology	11
Review #2: DNA, RNA, Proteins, and Enzymes Extended Response and Short Answer Released IB Questions Mark Scheme
1.	 
(a)	non-polar amino acids cause channel proteins to embed in a
membrane;
polar amino acids at either end cause channel proteins to be
transmembrane / retain protein position in membrane;
polar amino acids lining pore allow polar particles to pass through/
form hydrophilic channels through membranes;
polar amino acids on surface of enzyme allow it to dissolve in water;
polar and non-polar amino acids contribute to the specificity of
an enzyme;
non-polar amino acids of surface of enzyme allow it to embed
in a membrane;
polar amino acids at active site of enzyme attract polar substrates;
positively charged amino acids attract negatively charged
substrate / vice versa;
non-polar amino acids at active site attract non-polar substrate;	5 max
Award any of the above points if clearly drawn in an annotated diagram.
(b)	Answers do not need to be shown in a table format. Award marks
only when there is a comparison of both types of inhibition.
Competitive inhibition
Non-competitive inhibition
substrate and inhibitor are (chemically) similar/same shape
substrate and inhibitor are (chemically) not similar/different shape;
inhibitor binds to active site
inhibitor binds away from the active site/allosteric site / diagram to illustrate difference;
inhibitor does not change the shape of the active site
inhibitor changes the shape of the active site;
increases in substrate concentration reduce the inhibition 
increases in substrate concentration do not affect the inhibition / annotated graph to illustrate the difference;
both types of inhibitor reduce enzyme activity;
both types of inhibitor bind to the enzyme;
both types of inhibitor prevent the substrate from binding to the active site;
example e.g. succinate dehydrogenase is inhibited by malonate
example e.g. pyruvate kinase is inhibited by alanine;
		5 max
 [10]
2.	(a)	small subunit and large subunit;
mRNA binding site on small subunit;
three tRNA binding sites / A, P and E tRNA binding sites;
protein and RNA composition (in both subunits);	4 max
(b)	fibrous proteins are strands/sheets whereas globular proteins are
rounded;
fibrous proteins (usually) insoluble whereas globular proteins
(usually) soluble;
globular more sensitive to changes in pH/temperature/salt than fibrous;
fibrous proteins have structural roles / other specific role of
fibrous protein;
globular proteins used for catalysis/transport/other specific role
of globular protein;
another role of globular protein;
named fibrous proteins e.g. keratin/fibrin/collagen/actin/myosin/
silk protein;
named globular protein e.g. insulin/immunoglobulin/hemoglobin/
named enzyme;
Do not accept statements about fibrous proteins having only secondary
structure and globular proteins having only tertiary structure.	6 max
 [10]
3.	(a)	structure — collagen;
transport—transthyretin / hemoglobin;
enzyme/catalyst — lysozyme;
movement — actin / tubulin;
hormones — insulin;
antibodies — immunoglobulin;
storage —albumin;
Accept any other valid function of proteins with a named example.
For example, sodium potassium pump, but do not accept simply “in
membranes” without a clear function.
To award [4 max], responses need a function of protein and a
named example.
Only accept the first four answers.	4 max
(b)	made of protein;
made of rRNA;
large subunit and small subunit;
three tRNA binding sites;
Aminacyl/A, Peptidyl/P and Exit/E;
mRNA binding site (on small subunit);
70S in prokaryotes / 80S in eukaryotes;
can be free / bound to RER (in eukaryotes);	6 max
(c)	RNA polymerase; (polymerase number is not required)
binds to a promoter on the DNA;
unwinding the DNA strands;
binding nucleoside triphosphates;
to the antisense strand of DNA;
as it moves along in a 5′→3′ direction;
using complementary pairing/A-U and C-G;
losing two phosphates to gain the required energy;
until a terminator signal is reached (in prokaryotes);
RNA detaches from the template and DNA rewinds;
RNA polymerase detaches from the DNA;
many RNA polymerases can follow each other;
introns have to be removed in eukaryotes to form mature mRNA;	8 max
 [18]
4.	(a)	Fibrous protein:
keratin / elastin / fibroin / collagen / myosin / actin / other named
example;
	Globular protein:
hemoglobin / myoglobin / named enzyme / named peptide hormone /
named antibody / albumin / other named example;	1 max
Example of both fibrous and globular protein needed to gain the
mark. Check any other answers for validity.
(b)	both are polypeptides / chains of amino acids joined by peptide
bonds / have primary structure;
globular proteins have tertiary structure whereas fibrous proteins
do not (may have extended secondary structure);
globular proteins are rounded in shape while fibrous proteins
are elongated / OWTTE;
globular proteins are (generally) soluble while fibrous tend
to be insoluble;	2 max
(c)	polar amino acids are soluble/have stable interactions in water/
extracellular fluid/cytoplasm;
non-polar amino acids are soluble/have stable interactions in
the lipid bilayer;
polar amino acids strongly hydrophilic and non-polar amino
acids are repelled by water/are hydrophobic;
(help to) retain protein in position in the membrane;
polar amino acids form hydrophilic channels/protein pores
in membranes;
transmembrane proteins have polar amino acids on either
side of the membrane;	3 max
[6]
5.	(a)	enzymes/biological catalyst —amylase/protease/lipase/catalase;
defence/immunity — immunoglobin/antibody;
structure—collagen;
movement — actin/myosin;
transport—hemoglobin;
synthesis — ligase/DNA polymerase;
hormonal communication — insulin/luteinizing hormone; MUST be
proteinaceous
food stores — casein in milk;
pigments—opsin;
Accept any other valid responses.	2 max
(b)	polar amino acids have hydrophilic R groups, non-polar have hydrophobic
R groups;
non-polar amino acids in centre of water-soluble proteins stabilise their
structure;
non-polar amino acids cause proteins to remain embedded in membrane;
polar amino acids on surface of proteins make them water-soluble;
polar amino acids create hydrophilic channels/protein pores in membranes;
enzyme active site specificity depends on amino acids present/polar and
non-polar amino acids can play a role in substrate interactions at the
active site;	3 max
[5]
6.	(a)	catalysts/digestion — amylase/protease/lipase/catalase;
defence — immunoglobin / fibrinogen;
structure — collagen;
movement — actin/myosin;
transport — hemoglobin;
synthesis — ligase/DNA polymerase;
hormonal communication —insulin/luteinizing hormone;
light detection — rhodopsin / plant phytochromes;
storage — ferritin/gluten/casein;
Accept any other valid responses.	3 max
(b)	non-polar amino acids for hydrophobic part of the bilipid layer;
polar amino acids for hydrophilic environment;
polar amino acids allow hydrophilic channels;
integral proteins are held in place by polar amino acids;
To award [2 max] both polar and non-polar should be addressed.
Accept answers in the form of a diagram.	2 max
[5]
7.	(a)	(i)	primary structure is (number and) sequence of amino acids;
joined by peptide bonds;
secondary structure is folding pattern;
held by H-bonds;
α-helix / β-sheet;	3 max
(ii)	example of fibrous (e.g. collagen/myosin/keratin) and of
globular (e.g. hemoglobin /myoglobin/catalase);
fibrous are long, narrow shape while globular are rounded;
fibrous are usually structural and globular are usually functional/
metabolic;
fibrous are insoluble in water while globular are (usually) soluble;
Award [1 max] if no example provided.	2 max
 [5]
8.	(a)	The structures underlined must be labelled.
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(complementary) bases labelled with at least one of each of A, G, T and C
correctly linked to C1; 
hydrogen bonds between correct complementary bases;
{Bond numbers not required.
correct antiparallel orientation shown; (as seen by shape or
orientation of sugar)	4 max
(b)	(eight) histone (proteins);
DNA wrapped around histones/nucleosome;
further histone holding these together;
Do not allow histone wrapped around DNA.	2 max
(c)	primary structure is (number and) sequence of amino acids;
joined by peptide bonds;
tertiary structure is the folding of the polypeptide/secondary
structure/alpha helix;
stabilized by disulfide/ionic/hydrogen bonds/hydrophobic
interactions;
tertiary structure gives three dimensional globular shape/shape
of active site;	3 max
[9]
9.	(a)	keratin / collagen / myosin / silk/fibroin / elastin	1


 
(b)
secondary structure refers to regular repeating regions within the overall protein structure
while tertiary structure refers to the protein overall / 3-D;
secondary structure α helix/β sheets
while tertiary is globular/fibrous;
forces between amino and carboxyl groups/atoms within backbone in secondary structure
while intramolecular forces between R-groups for tertiary structure;
H-bonds
H-bonds /disulfide bonds / ionic bonds / hydrophobic interactions;
	To award a mark responses must refer to both secondary and
tertiary structures.	3 max
(c)	form of non-competitive inhibition;
(inhibitor) binds to a site that is not the active site;
causing conformational change;
changes the active site;
so substrate can no longer bind to active site;	3 max
[7]
10.	 
	enzymes most active at one temperature/optimum temperature;
any deviation from that temperature lowers the enzyme activity;
denaturing/change in active site/no activity at higher temperatures /
inactivated at (very) low temperatures;
increasing the substrate concentration increases the enzyme
activity/more enzyme–substrate complex formed/more
collisions between enzyme and substrate;
eventually no increase in enzyme activity with increased substrate
concentration / plateau when enzymes are working to the
maximum/when all active sites occupied/saturated;	4 max
Accept answers shown graphically.
 [4]
11.	(a)	Award marks for paired statements only. Answers do not need
to be shown in a table format. To award [3 max], a named
example must be given.
fibrous proteins
globular proteins
long and narrow
round shaped;
generally insoluble in water
generally soluble in water;
(tend to) have structural role
(tend to) have functional/metabolic role;
named example e.g. collagen/myosin
named example e.g. hemoglobin/
immunoglobin;
		3 max
(b)	Award marks for paired statements only. Answers do not need
to be shown in a table format.
competitive inhibition
non-competitive inhibition
the inhibitor and substrate are very similar
the inhibitor and substrate are not similar;
attach to the active site
bind away from the active site; 
block the active site
change the shape of the active site;
inhibition (of the active site) is reversible
inhibition (of the active site) is irreversible;
increase in substrate concentration affects/reduces inhibition
increase in substrate concentration does not affect/reduce inhibition;
		4 max
[7]
12.	(a)	fructose/ribose/deoxyribose/ribulose/other monosaccharides apart
from glucose and galactose	1
(b)	(i)	disaccharide	1
(ii)	hydrolysis	1
(c)	it allows people who are lactose intolerant/have difficulty digesting lactose
to consume milk (products);
galactose and glucose taste sweeter than lactose reducing need for
additional sweetener (in flavoured milk products);
galactose and glucose are more soluble than lactose / gives smoother
texture / reduces crystalization in ice cream;
(bacteria) ferment glucose and galactose more rapidly (than lactose)
shortening production time (of yogurt/cottage cheese);	3 max
(d)	less denaturation / enzymes last longer at lower temperatures;
lower energy costs / less energy to achieve 5°C compared to 48°C;
reduces bacterial growth / reduces (milk) spoilage;
to form products more slowly / to control rate of reaction;	2 max
[8]
13.	 
	a particular yeast (growing in natural milk) contains lactase;
biotechnology companies can grow/culture the yeast;
lactase (an enzyme) is extracted from the yeast;
natural milk contains lactose/milk sugar;
when added directly to milk, lactase converts lactose into simpler forms;
same effect when milk is passed past immobilized (on surface or
beads) lactase;
simpler forms of sugar (glucose and galactose) are easily absorbed (in the
small intestine);
a commercial market exists for lactose-free milk / lactose-free milk is
example of biotechnology’s economic impact;
some people are lactose intolerant/cannot digest lactose in milk/have
lost lactase activity in intestinal cells;
consuming lactose-free milk allows lactose intolerant people to be
nourished by milk without discomfort (abdominal cramps and diarrhoea);
many Asians are lactose intolerant whereas less common among
other groups (northern Europeans and some Africans);
biotechnology produced in one part of world is more useful in another;	6 max
 [6]
14.	metabolic pathway is a series of reactions carried out in a particular sequence;
products of one reaction become substrates for the next;
each reaction is enzyme-catalyzed (and thus represents point of control);
some enzymes are allosteric;
allosteric control / end-product inhibition/negative feedback;
end-product acts as inhibitor of enzyme at beginning of pathway;
product binding changes the conformation of the active site so substrate of the
pathway can no longer bind;	3 max
[3]
15.	(a)	site on surface/portion of the enzyme/protein to which the substrate binds	1 
(b)	enzymes fit together with substrates similar to a lock and key;
active site has shape that gives specificity;
enzymes catalyze a reaction with a specific substrate;
example of named enzyme and its substrate;
substrate held precisely in (optimum) position to make/break bonds/carry
out reaction / chemical interaction occurs between enzyme and substrate;
Accept these points shown in an annotated drawing.	3 max
[4]
16.	(a)	DNA is double-stranded while RNA is single-stranded;
DNA contains deoxyribose while RNA contains ribose;
the base thymine found in DNA is replaced by uracil in RNA;
one form of DNA (double helix) but several forms of RNA (tRNA,
mRNA and rRNA);	3 max
(b)	occurs during (S phase of ) interphase/in preparation for mitosis/
cell division;
DNA replication is semi-conservative;
unwinding of double helix / separation of strands by helicase (at
replication origin);
hydrogen bonds between two strands are broken;
each strand of parent DNA used as template for synthesis;
synthesis continuous on leading strand but not continuous on
lagging strand;
leading to formation of Okazaki fragments (on lagging strand);
synthesis occurs in 5´ → 3´ direction;
RNA primer synthesized on parent DNA using RNA primase;
DNA polymerase III adds the nucleotides (to the 3´ end)
added according to complementary base pairing;
adenine pairs with thymine and cytosine pairs with guanine;
(Both pairings required. Do not accept letters alone.)
DNA polymerase I removes the RNA primers and replaces them
with DNA;
DNA ligase joins Okazaki fragments;
as deoxynucleoside triphosphate joins with growing DNA chain,
two phosphates broken off releasing energy to form bond;
Accept any of the points above shown on an annotated diagram.	8 max
(c)	they increase rate of (chemical) reaction;
remains unused/unchanged at the end of the reaction;
lower activation energy;
activation energy is energy needed to overcome energy barrier that
prevents reaction;
annotated graph showing reaction with and without enzyme;
substrate joins with enzyme at active site;
to form enzyme-substrate complex;
active site/enzyme (usually) specific for a particular substrate;
enzyme binding with substrate brings reactants closer together to
facilitate chemical reactions (such as electron transfer);
induced fit model / change in enzyme conformation (when
enzyme-substrate/ES complex forms);
making the substrate more reactive;	7 max
[18]


17.	 
(a)	at low temperatures, rate of reaction increases as temperature increases
(or vice versa);
	more kinetic energy / faster movement of molecules means more collisions
between enzyme / active site and substrate;
	optimum temperature is temperature at which rate of enzyme-catalyzed
reaction is fastest;
at high temperatures enzymes are denatured and stop working;
denatured means change of structure in enzyme / protein resulting in loss of its
biological properties / no longer can carry out its function;
	too much kinetic energy / vibrations breaks bonds that give enzyme specific
shape;
optimum pH is one at which rate of enzyme-catalyzed reaction is fastest;
rate of reaction reduced as increase or decrease pH (from optimum);
strong acids and alkalis can denature enzymes;
affect (weak, ionic, hydrogen) bonds that hold enzyme in specific shape;
at low substrate concentrations, as increase concentration get increase in rate
of reaction;
more chance of collision between substrate and enzyme / active site;
	at high substrate concentration, have no change in rate as increase
concentration;
all active sites occupied;	9 max
(b)	lactose intolerance high in some human populations / Asian / African / native
American and Australian aboriginal populations;
lactase used to produce lactose-free / low-lactose milk;
lactase breaks down lactose to glucose and galactose;
source of lactase is usually yeast / many sources such as bacteria, moulds;
milk passed over immobilized lactase / lactase bound to inert substance;
increase sweetness of milk;
no need to add extra sugar in manufacture of flavoured milk drinks / 
frozen desserts;
can add (harmless) bacterium such as L.acidophilus which has same effect on
lactose as in yoghurt;	5 max
 [14]
18.	(a)	Both must be correct for the mark to be awarded.
I. phosphate and II. hydrogen bond(s)	1
(b)	deoxyribose and phosphate added to base to show antiparallel orientation	1
Labels are not required but location of bonds and shape of deoxyribose
must be correctly shown.
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(c)	transcription	1
 
 [3]
19.	(a)	(i)	phosphate	1
(ii)	covalent / phosphodiester	1
(b)	only the antisense strand is transcribed / the antisense strand is
transcribed to mRNA and the sense strand is not transcribed/has
the same base sequence as mRNA (with uracil instead of thymine)	1
To award [1], reference must be made to both strands and transcription.
(c)
prokaryotic DNA
eukaryotic DNA
circular
linear;
in cytoplasm/nucleoid region
enclosed in nuclear membrane / in nucleus;
naked
associated with proteins/histones;
plasmids
no plasmids;
both prokaryotic and eukaryotic DNA consist of a double helix of (deoxy)nucleotides / phosphate, deoxyribose and base/ATC and G;
		2 max
	Award marks for paired statements only. Answers do not need to
be shown in a table format.
[5]
20.	(a)	Award [1] for each pair of statements in the table and [1] for any
statement below the table.
Unique sequences
Highly repetitive sequences
occur once in genome
occur many times;
long base sequences
short sequences/5–300 bases;
(may be) genes
not genes;
(may be) translated / coding sequences
never translated;
small differences between individuals
can vary greatly;
exons (are unique sequences)
introns (may be repetitive);
smaller proportion of genome
higher proportion of genome;
	satellite DNA is repetitive;
repetitive sequences are used for profiling;
prokaryotes do not (usually) contain repetitive sequences;	5 max
(b)	Award [1] for each of these structures clearly drawn and labelled.
four nucleotides shown in diagram with one nucleotide clearly labelled;
base, phosphate and deoxyribose (shown as pentagon) connected between
the correct carbons and labelled at least once;
backbone labelled as covalent bond between nucleotides correctly shown
as 3′ to 5′ bond;
two base pairs linked by hydrogen bonds drawn as dotted lines and labelled;
two H bonds between A and T and three H bonds between C and G;
adenine to thymine and cytosine to guanine; do not accept initials of bases
antiparallel orientation shown;	5
 [10]
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covalent bonds between nucleotides within strands/between
sugar/deoxyribose and phosphate;	2
 [2]

22.	(a)
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	Award [1] for each labelled item shown above.
Award [2 max] if the two nucleotides are not shown in a single strand.	3 max
 (b)	translation is the synthesis of proteins/polypeptide chain/specific
sequence of amino acids;
translation occurs in cytoplasm/ribosomes;
uses information on the mRNA;
mRNA carries the genetic information of DNA;
mRNA binds to ribosome;
mRNA contains series of codons/base triplets;
tRNA binds with an amino acid and carries it to the ribosome;
tRNA has the anticodon that is complementary to the codon on the mRNA;
two tRNAs bind to a ribosome/mRNA at the same time;
(peptide) bond forms between two amino acids (carried by tRNA
molecules to the ribosome);
the first tRNA detaches, ribosome moves along mRNA and another
tRNA carrying an amino acid binds;
process repeats forming chain of amino acids/polypeptides;	9 max
 [12]
23.	(a)	(i)	hydrogen	1
(ii)	covalent / phosphodiester linkage	1
(b)	DNA has deoxyribose, RNA has ribose;
DNA has base T/thymine, RNA has base U/uracil;
Do not accept double or single strands as chemical structure.	2
(c)	tRNA attaches to (specific) amino acid;
tRNA (with amino acid) moves to the ribosome;
anticodon of tRNA binds with codon of mRNA;	2 max
[6]
24.	(a)	two genetically identical nuclei/daughter cells formed during mitosis
(so hereditary information in DNA can be passed on);
two copies of each chromosome/DNA molecule/chromatid needed;
helicase unwinds the DNA/double helix;
to allow the strands to be separated;
helicase separates the two (complementary) strands of DNA;
by breaking hydrogen bonds between bases;	4 max
(b)	DNA replication is semi-conservative;
DNA is split into two single/template strands;
nucleotides are assembled on/attached to each single/template strand;
by complementary base pairing;
adenine with thymine and cytosine with guanine / A with T and C with G;
strand newly formed on each template strand is identical to other
template strand;
DNA polymerase used;
Marks may be awarded for any of the above points if clearly presented in
a well-annotated diagram.	5 max
 [9]
25.
	DNA replication is semi-conservative / each strand of DNA
acts as template;
(DNA) helicase separates two strands/forms a replication fork;
new strand built / nucleotides added in a 5´ to 3´ direction;
(deoxy)nucleoside triphosphates hydrolysed to provide energy for
nucleotide formation/base pairing;
on one strand DNA polymerase III builds continuous strand;
on other strand short chains of DNA/Okazaki fragments are formed;
each short chain starts with RNA primer;
added by RNA primase;
then remainder of chain of DNA built by DNA polymerase III;
DNA polymerase I removes RNA primer and replaces it by DNA;
DNA ligase joins DNA fragments together forming complete strand;
replication only occurs at a single replication fork;
Award credit for any of the above points clearly drawn and accurately
labelled.	8 max
 [8]
26.	 
	translation involves initiation, elongation/translocation and termination;
mRNA binds to the small sub-unit of the ribosome;
ribosome slides along mRNA to the start codon;
anticodon of tRNA pairs with codon on mRNA:
complementary base pairing (between codon and anticodon);
(anticodon of) tRNA with methionine pairs with start codon / AUG is the
start codon;
second tRNA pairs with next codon;
peptide bond forms between amino acids;
ribosome moves along the mRNA by one codon;
movement in 5′ to 3′ direction;
tRNA that has lost its amino acid detaches;
another tRNA pairs with the next codon/moves into A site;
tRNA activating enzymes;
link amino acids to specific tRNA;
stop codon (eventually) reached;	9 max
[9]
 
27.	 
	A-T and C-G in DNA;
A-U and C-G in RNA;
complementary base pairing in replication ensures identical nucleotide
sequence of new complementary strands;
semi-conservative replication;
transcription produces RNA sequence complementary to the
DNA sequence (of the gene);
triplets of nucleotides on mRNA are codons;
translation converts mRNA sequence of information into a
specific amino acid chain (polypeptide);
(each class of) tRNA carries a specific triplet of (three) bases
called an anticodon;
anticodons bind to codons by complementary base pairing;
(each class of) tRNA with specific complementary anticodons
carry specific amino acids;
sequence of mRNA codons translates into specific amino acid
sequence;
enables conservation of information transfer from DNA to RNA
to polypeptide;	8 max

